1978 honda civic

The Honda Civic has a few changes from the previous year, but certainly its popularity hasn't
changed since the driving public, who still adore its efficiency, continues to increase Honda
sales. The '78 Civic now has a black grill, new turn signals that no longer look like added
on-afterthoughts and are now mounted under the bumper, and rear-facing hood vents. Also, the
CVCC engine is now all the way up to 60 horsepower. The car was used in movies like Police
Academy and Back to the Future and you can find user and repair manuals online as well as
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generation Honda Civic is an automobile that was produced by Honda in Japan from July to It
was their first genuine market success, eschewing the air-cooling and expensive engineering
solutions of the slow-selling Honda and being larger than the minuscule N-series. The Civic was
largely developed as a new platform, and was the result of taking the previous Honda N and
increasing the length, width, height and wheelbase. The hatchback version added a fold-down
rear seat, an AM radio, and cloth upholstery. The car had front and rear independent
suspension. A four-speed manual transmission was standard. Options for the Civic were kept to
a minimum, consisting of air conditioning, a two-speed semi-automatic transmission called the
Hondamatic , radial tires, and a rear wiper for the hatchback. The Civic was one of the first
Honda cars to be sold in Britain when it was launched there in , at a time when the sale of
Japanese cars from Honda's competitors Nissan and Toyota were soaring. Its compact design
and economical engine ensured that it sold well in Britain in the aftermath of the oil crisis. The
four-door sedan version of this body style basically identical to the hatchback but with fixed
rear window and opening lower trunk lid was never available in the United States, and the
five-door hatchback did not appear until , just before the introduction of the second generation
model. The five-door had been presented in Japan in September , with the four-door sedan
being retired in June When the oil crisis struck, automobile buyers turned to economy cars.
Good fuel mileage benefited the standing of the Honda Civic in the lucrative U. In the United
States after , the advertising campaign used to introduce the Civic was, "Honda, we make it
simple. The CVCC design eliminated the need for catalytic converters or unleaded fuel to meet
changing emissions standards, [6] unlike nearly every other U. This created a sales advantage
in Honda's favor in that CVCC equipped Honda products afforded the buyer the ability to
choose any type of fuel the buyer wanted, and due to emissions equipment not being damaged
by using leaded fuel, the buyer could use any gasoline products available. This was also an
advantage due to some regions of North America having to ration available gasoline supplies
due to periodic shortages at the time. A five-speed manual transmission became available in ,
as did a Civic station wagon only with the CVCC engine , which had a wheelbase of Civic sales
also increased and topped , units for this year. These outputs were 2 PS and 3 Nm more than
that of the regular 1. The first generation Honda Civics were notorious for rusting in less than
three years from purchase where salt was used in the winter. The U. This was because the car's
lateral suspension arms, front crossbeam, and strut coil spring lower supports could weaken
with exposure to salt. At the time, Honda's rust recall was the largest safety action among all
the brands imported into the U. The first generation Civic â€” a 1. This was the first time Honda
cars had been assembled outside Japan. The first generation NZ Civic was also offered with
optional two-speed semi-automatic 'Hondamatic' transmission. Earlier cars had, from , been
imported assembled by the Moller Group before NZMC took over the Honda franchise but
availability was limited due to restrictions on built-up imports. All subsequent Civic generations

were assembled in New Zealand until car manufacture there ceased in Imora Motor now part of
PT. Honda Prospect Motor. After the Malari incident , Indonesian government issued a ban on
importing fully built-up vehicles starting from 22 January lifted in This made vehicles that were
sold in Indonesia at that time had to be assembled locally CKD kits in Indonesia except for
diplomatic mission , UN specialized agencies , special vehicles for international events like 10th
Non-Aligned Movement Summit or vehicles with engine displacement above cc , including the
first generation Civic that was assembled in Indonesia from until by PT. Prospect Motor at
Sunter, North Jakarta. Only 4-door and 5-door body styles were assembled in Indonesia,
originally with a 1. In , the 1. The 4-speed manual transmission also being replaced with 5-speed
manual transmission or 2-speed "Hondamatic" automatic transmission. From Wikipedia, the
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Next to me in a garage in Los Angeles stands Juan Salguero, a master of details everyone sees
but does not perceive. The white Toyota FJ40 from which is directly inside the door of the
garage is making me think of South American mafia movie. A proof of that it may not be used
that often is that it stands on a pair of axel stands, when I visit. The garage is calm and has an
almost perfect light. The cars are in their own small stall and under them lies a nice red felt mat.
Along the wall is an older Accord from , a oval window Beetle from and a skeleton of a first
generation Honda Civic Cvcc. Most of it is original. When we go towards the car, I can see that
the interior seems to be totally original but when I look down the engine compartment nothing
seems to be original, not at all. When I bought it I put in new suspension and upgrade parts of
the engine, like intake and I re-tuned it abit. I bought all kinds of Honda main break cylinders
and in the end, we came to the conclusion that the S cylinder was the right one. The engine
compartment and the car is clean from disturbing items and when I look down to watch what
Juan is talking about, I see that the gap between the cylinder and the engine is 1 centimeter. Not
kidding. It has seven layers of clearcoat and the patina is not original, it is homemade. One of
very few oval windows Beetles from in the United States. Juan has upgraded it with a new cc
engine and better suspension. Therefore, this car will probably become a track car in the future,
instead. I hope. The award winning Civic from is missing when we visit the garage. Juan says it
is on a major car event in Orange County but ends the sentence with a question:. Juan has a
special relationship with this car, because it was his first. When he turned sixteen, he got the
key in his hand and then he never let go of either the key or the car. Monday to Friday, since
until I got it, 20 years ago. From here on, during the evening we spend together, I get a picture
of Juan as a really humble, target-oriented person with a incredibly big heart. The area that have
received a stamp of crime, gangland and dope and the place where shit happens every day. Is
not so strange due, perhaps, because everyone that sings about South Central and all the
movies being filmed, is showing and telling what a messy area it is. Nodding understanding
with what Juan says. It have happened, I tell you. He got 25 years in prison and was deported
after that. Have not had that much contact with him ever since. The role grew over the years and
soon he became his own entrepreneur. May so be it. At a first glance when we stand in the
garage, the Civic shape looks original, but firmly modified. It looks more cruel, a bit meaner and
sturdier than the original car, though it still looks original. The wider tires have to fit, you know.
The rims, that Juan himself have designed, came back from the manufacturing the week before
our meeting. Unfortunately, they were a few millimeters too wide and have already set their
mark in the front fender. The rims hit that fender and I knew it was cracked. Everything with this
car is thought through, millimeter by millimeter. The stripped down details that makes a car soul
breathe calmly. There is so much that has been done, but it is so little that is obvious for the
spectator. Juan is a master of details everyone sees but does not perceive. The bumber is cut
and hugs the front and back of the car firmly. The real original is made of plastic and hangs out
several centimeters from the body. The interior is in to smallest detail copied from the original

and newly manufactured. Nothing looks like bone stock boring, but it looks completely original.
In addition to one thing â€” the gear lever, or should we say the Terminator crutch. When Juan
lifts the hood, it looks like Tetris. Down here, nothing is original. This I experience a few minutes
later when we sit in the car on our way up on the highway. The ramp is long and straight ahead.
We are completely alone and we have a couple of hundred meter in front of us. The engine roars
and the whole car wants to toss to the left while Juan is revving up to push the third gear in.
Juan is pushing the throttle and the car wants to pull left again. The acceleration is striking in
this small car and it is d
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ifficult to talk when the engine is talking louder than us. Every second that is put into this car
have the intention of a original car, with a glimpt in the eye that it can dust Porsches, Lambos
and Ferraris off the street. With delight and joy, I leave Juan and his Civic, while looking forward
with excitement to see what he will do with his next project, a Honda Stepvan. Follow Juan on
his trip through the Honda- and car world. As said in the article his next project is a Honda
Stepvan from Your email address will not be published. Original Civic from with hp Social
media, American dream, Coffee n Cars, garage in the middle of Los Angeles, horsepower that
does not want to get into the ground on an award-winning car from The white Civic on top is the
original, Juan in the middle and the first paint job on the Civic in the bottom. First Name. Last
Name. Previous post: Renault Alpine A â€” eight year of dream car hell. Leave a Reply Cancel
reply Your email address will not be published.

